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Asia

Zone

MIDDLE EAST& NORTH AFRICA; WEST ASIA; SOUTH ASIA; NORTH ASIA;
EAST ASIA
MENA
470-1 Palestine: 2016 in Review, Expectations for 2017 (Click for details)
(Palestine) Arab World for Research and Development (AWRAD) conducted a
public opinion poll of 1,200 adult Palestinians (18+) in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, January 16-17. The survey measures assessments of living conditions and
political developments, including the recent U.N. Security Council Resolution on
settlements, the Seventh Fatah Congress and the election of U.S. President Donald
Trump. The margin of error is ±3 percent. (AWRAD)
February 01, 2017
3.1 Economy » Perceptions on Performance/ Well-Being
470-2 Dismal

Picture of Palestinians at the end of 2016 (Click for details)
(Palestine) Two thirds of the Palestinian public believe that the two-state solution is no longer viable; in the
meanwhile, a majority does not have confidence in the newly elected Fatah leadership and about two thirds
demand Abbas resignation. (PSR)
December 29, 2016
1.2 Domestic Politics » Performance Ratings

SOUTHEAST ASIA
470-3 Philippines: Record-low 4.5% of families lose property, 0.7% suffer physical
violence, in the past 6 months (Click for details)
(Philippines) The Fourth Quarter 2016 Social Weather Survey, done on December 3-6,
2016, found a new record-low 4.5% (estimated 2.8 million) of families losing property
to either street robbery, burglars (break-ins) or carnappers within the past six months.
(SWS)
January 31, 2017
4.12 Society » Crime

Euro Americas

Zone

 EAST EUROPE, WEST EUROPE; NORTH AMERICA; LATIN AMERICA
& AUSTRALASIA

EAST EUROPE
470-4 Russia: Alcohol Consumers: Switching To 21+? (Click for details)
(Russia) Three-quarters of Russians support the idea to increase the age limit for purchasing alcohol.
(VCIOM)
December 27, 2017
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4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle
470-5 Russia:

Back In The USSR? (Click for details)
(Russia) Most of Russians think that the re-establishment of the USSR is not possible but the
idea of uniting the former Soviet republics is supported by Russians. (VCIOM)
December 23, 2017
2.8 Foreign Affairs & Security » International / Regional Organizations
470-6 Moods

Of Ukrainians Who Have Worked Abroad (Click for details)
(Ukraine) According to the results of the Sociological group "Rating" research, among those who have
worked abroad during the last 5 years, the majority (77%) has left to perform seasonal works, only 15% have
worked on a regular basis, 7% – have had other types of work. (Ratings)
February 01, 2017
3.3 Economy » Employment Issues

WEST EUROPE
470-7 Majority of Brits can’t tell if the UK flag is being flown upside down (Click for details)
(UK) A majority (55%) of Britons cannot tell which way is the right way to hang the UK flag, new YouGov
research reveals. (YouGov)
February 02, 2017
4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle
470-8 Almost

half of Brits think the Trump state visit should go ahead (Click for details)
(UK) New YouGov data shows that just under half (49%) of Britons believe Donald
Trump's proposed state visit later this year should go ahead, while over a third (36%)
want it cancelled. (YouGov)
February 01, 2017
2.12 Foreign Affairs and Security >> Bi/Tri-lateral Relations

NORTH AMERICA
470-9 Vast Majority of Americans Say Benefits of Childhood Vaccines Outweigh Risks (Click for details)
(USA) Parents of young children support measles, mumps and rubella vaccine requirements but rate the risks
higher, the benefits lower. There are not major partisan divisions on these issues, though. (Pew Research
Center)
February 2, 2017
4.11 Society » Health
470-10 Americans

Split on Media Treatment of Trump Administration (Click for details)
(USA)In the wake of several contentious encounters between President Donald Trump's White House and the
national press corps, Americans disagree on the news media's coverage of the new president and his
administration. Just over a third of Americans (36%) think the media has been too tough on Trump, while just
under a third (31%) think it has been about right and 28% say it has not been tough enough. Republicans
overwhelmingly believe the media has been too tough on Trump. (Gallup USA)
FEBRUARY 3, 2017
4.6 Society » Media/ New Media
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470-11 Support

for Gorsuch Lower Than for Other Recent Court Picks (Click for details)
(USA)Americans' initial reaction to President Donald Trump's nomination of Judge Neil
Gorsuch to the U.S. Supreme Court is more positive than negative -- 45% say the Senate
should vote to confirm Gorsuch while 32% say it should not. However, support for
confirming Gorsuch is lower than what Gallup has found for most recent Supreme Court
nominees in the first days after presidents announced their selection. (Gallup USA)
FEBRUARY 3, 2017
1.3 Domestic Politics » Governance
4.9 Society » Justice
470-12 About

Half of Americans Say Trump Moving Too Fast (Click for details)
(USA)About half of Americans say President Donald Trump is moving too fast in addressing the major
problems facing the country today, with most of the rest saying his speed of action is about right. When
Gallup asked the same question in early 2009 about then-newly elected President Barack Obama, the public's
sentiment was significantly different; 63% said Obama's pace was about right, with 22% saying it was too fast
and 10% not fast enough. (Gallup USA)
FEBRUARY 2, 2017
1.3 Domestic Politics » Governance
470-13Wyoming,

North Dakota and Mississippi Most Conservative (Click for details)
(USA)Wyoming, North Dakota and Mississippi are the most right-leaning states in the nation, with selfidentified conservatives in each state outnumbering self-identified liberals by more than 30 percentage points.
Vermont is the most liberal state, with liberals outnumbering conservatives by 14 percentage points, followed
by Massachusetts, Connecticut and New York. (Gallup USA)
JANUARY 31, 2017
1.4 Domestic Politics » Political Parties
470-14 Hawaii

Leads US States in Well-Being for Record Sixth Time (Click for details)
(USA)Hawaii residents had the highest well-being in the nation in 2016, with the state
reaching the top spot for the sixth time since Gallup and Healthways began tracking
well-being in 2008. Alaska finished in the top two for the third consecutive year, while
Colorado finished in the top 10 for the ninth straight year and joins Hawaii as the only
two states to earn this distinction. (Gallup USA)
FEBRUARY 1, 2017
3.1 Economy » Perceptions on Performance/ Well-Being
470-15 US

Economic Confidence Index Averages +14 (Click for details)
(USA)Americans' recently improved confidence in the U.S. economy held firm last week as Gallup's
Economic Confidence Index averaged +14, similar to +13 one week earlier. The latest results, based on
Gallup Daily tracking from Jan. 23-29, span the first full week of tracking during President Donald Trump's
administration. (Gallup USA)
JANUARY 31, 2017
3.2 Economy » Consumer Confidence/Protection
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470-16 GOP

Maintains Edge in State Party Affiliation in 2016 (Click for details)
(USA)Republican states continue to outnumber Democratic states based on residents' party affiliation
throughout 2016. Overall, Gallup classifies 21 states as solid or leaning Republican, 14 as solid or leaning
Democratic, and 15 states as competitive. That seven-state GOP advantage contrasts with a 30-state
Democratic advantage in 2008. (Gallup USA)
JANUARY 30, 2017
1.4 Domestic Politics » Political Parties

AUSTRALASIA
470-17 Decline in mortgage holders with no real equity in their homes but over 300,000 still at risk

(Click for

details)

(Australia)In the 12 months to October 2016, the latest Roy Morgan Research data has
identified 6.9% (302,000) of Australian mortgage holders as having little or no real equity
in their home. This is based on the fact that the value of their home is only equal to or less
than the amount they still owe, placing them at considerable risk if they have to sell or
prices decline. Although this is an improvement on the same time in2015 (345,000), it
remains a major concern. (Roy Morgan)
January 31, 2017
3.8 Economy » Enterprise/ Investments
3.9 Economy » Financial systems & Institutions
470-18 Australian

business travellers keen on sky-high Wi-Fi (Click for details)
(Australia)As Qantas expands its trial of in-flight Wi-Fi via NBN satellites, Roy Morgan
Research finds that the majority of business air travellers now feel they need to be
contactable at all times for work. (Roy Morgan)
February 01, 2017
3.11 Economy » Science & Technology
3.12 Economy » IT & Telecom

MULTI-COUNTRY STUDY
It Takes to Truly Be ‘One of Us’ (Click for details)
In U.S., Canada, Europe, Australia and Japan, publics say language matters more to national identity than
birthplace. (Pew Research Center)
FEBRUARY 1, 2017
470-19 What

4.7 Society » Morality, Values & Customs / Lifestyle

Topic of the week:

What It Takes to Truly Be ‘One of Us’
This page is devoted to opinions of countries whose polling activity is generally not known very widely or where a recent
topical issue requires special attention.
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What It Takes to Truly Be ‘One of Us’
FEBRUARY 1, 2017
In U.S., Canada, Europe, Australia and Japan, publics say language matters more to national
identity than birthplace
The tide of people moving across the world, be they immigrants or refugees, has sparked
concern in Australia, Europe and the United States. In particular, the ethnic, linguistic and
cultural background of migrants has triggered intense debates over the benefits and the costs of
growing diversity and the risk of open borders to national identity. Unease over the cultural, economic and
security ramifications of immigration helped to fuel the Brexit vote in the United Kingdom, encourage the
idea of a wall along the U.S.-Mexican border and broaden support for right-wing populist parties in France,
Germany and the Netherlands.

Debates over what it means to be a “true” American, Australian, German or other nationality have often
highlighted the importance of a person being born in a particular country. But contrary to such rhetoric, a Pew
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Research Center survey finds that people generally place a relatively low premium on a person’s birthplace.
Only 13% of Australians, 21% of Canadians, 32% of Americans and a median of 33% of Europeans believe
that it is very important for a person to be born in their country in order to be considered a true national.
There are some exceptions – Hungary (52%), Greece (50%) and Japan (50%) – where about half the public
considers birthplace to be very important. But in other nations – Germany (13%), Australia (13%) and Sweden
(8%) – very few people make a strong connection between the locale of one’s birth and national identity.
These are the findings from a cross-national poll by Pew Research Center, conducted in 14 countries among
14,514 respondents from April 4 to May 29, 2016.
While many in the countries surveyed are open to those born elsewhere being part of “the nation,” acceptance
comes with certain requisites. Majorities in every country surveyed say it is very important to speak the
dominant language to be considered truly a national of that land. This includes a median of 77% in Europe and
majorities in Japan (70%), the U.S. (70%), Australia (69%) and Canada (59%).

In addition, sharing national customs and traditions is very important to many people’s sense of “who is us.”
Just over half the public in Canada (54%) and roughly half the public across Australia (50%) and Europe (a
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median of 48%) links adoption of local culture to national identity. Somewhat fewer than half of Americans
(45%) and Japanese (43%) make that connection.
The survey also asked about the link between religious affiliation and national identity. About a third (32%) of
people in the U.S. believe it is very important to be Christian to be considered truly American. This contrasts
with 54% of Greeks who say this, but only 7% of Swedes.
Young, old see national identity differently

Across the countries surveyed, there are significant differences in how the youngest and oldest generations
view national identity. In the U.S., people ages 50 and older (40%) are more likely than those ages 18 to 34
(21%) to say it is very important that a person be born in the country to be considered truly American. In
Japan, the generational divide is even more pronounced: Older Japanese are more likely than their younger
counterparts to link national identity to birthplace by a 59% to 29% margin. Generational differences, though
generally more modest, are also evident in Australia and Canada (15 percentage points each), and across most
European countries surveyed.
The generations differ even more sharply over the importance of national customs and traditions. In the U.S.,
people ages 50 and older (55%) are far more likely than those ages 18 to 34 (28%) to say sharing such cultural
elements is very important to being truly American. There is a similar 20-percentage-point generation gap in
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Canada, Australia and Japan. In Europe, a median of 37% of 18- to 34-year-olds believe this aspect of national
identity is very important, compared with 56% of those ages 50 and older.
Partisan views on national identity in the U.S., Australia, Canada, Europe

In many countries, the debate over national identity is a partisan one.
In the U.S., more than eight-in-ten Republicans (83%) say language proficiency is a very important requisite
for being truly American. Fewer independents (67%) share that strong belief and even fewer Democrats (61%)
agree. Among Republicans, 60% say that for a person to be considered a true American it is very important
that he or she share U.S. culture. Only 40% of independents and 38% of Democrats agree that this is very
important to being truly American.
A clear partisan split in the U.S. also exists on the importance of being Christian. More than four-in-ten
Republicans (43%) say it is a very important part of being an American. Fewer Democrats (29%) and
independents (26%) share this view.
Notably, there is not much partisan difference about the link between the land of one’s birth and U.S. national
identity. Roughly a third of Republicans (35%) and Democrats (32%) say being born in the U.S. is very
important. Slightly fewer independents (29%) hold that view.
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Views of what constitutes national identity also divide publics along party lines in some European countries.
In the UK, 73% of those who have a favorable opinion of the right-wing UK Independence Party (UKIP) say
adhering to British culture is very important to being British. Just 44% of those who have an unfavorable view
of UKIP agree. In France, sharing French customs and traditions is tied to national identity for those who have
a favorable view of the right-wing, populist National Front (FN) (65% say it is very important). Just 39% of
those who hold an unfavorable opinion of the FN strongly link culture to being truly French.
There is a similar 24 percentage-point difference on the importance of Swedish customs and traditions
between sympathizers with the right-wing, populist Swedish Democrats and those who see them unfavorably.
And in Germany there exists a 22-point gap on the importance of culture between those who favor the
Alternative for Germany party and those who don’t.
In Australia, roughly eight-in-ten (79%) supporters of the center-right Liberal Party and about seven-in-ten
(68%) backers of the center-left Labor Party say it is very important to speak English to be considered
Australian. Only a third of the left-leaning environmentally oriented Greens agree. There is even greater
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partisan disparity on the importance of customs and tradition. More than six-in-ten Liberal Party followers
(63%) believe that adherence to Australian customs and traditions is very important to national identity. Just
over four-in-ten Labor Party supporters concur (44%). And even fewer Greens agree (15%).percentage-point
difference on the importance of Swedish customs and traditions between sympathizers with the right-wing,
populist Swedish Democrats and those who see them unfavorably. And in Germany there exists a 22-point
gap on the importance of culture between those who favor the Alternative for Germany party and those who
don’t.
In Canada, while majorities across all major parties say it is very important to speak either French or English,
this sentiment is held most strongly by those supporting the center-right Conservative Party of Canada (68%),
followed by those backing the center-left Liberal Party (59%) and those supporting the social-democratic New
Democratic Party (53%). More than six-in-ten Conservatives (63%) believe that a person must share Canadian
customs and traditions to be truly Canadian. Fully 57% of Liberals agree, but only 46% of New Democrats
share this view. Relatively few Canadians aligned with any of these major parties think it is very important to
national identity to be Christian or to be born in Canada.
Source: http://www.pewglobal.org/2017/02/01/what-it-takes-to-truly-be-one-of-us/
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Gilani’s Gallopedia (2007-2017)
A Quantitative Analysis
A quantitative analysis of global polls monitored during the 8 year period January 2007 – January 2014

KEY STATISTICS
1-

Number of Surveys (a selection on key political and social issues): ~ 6,805 polls
during the period 2007-2014

2-

Subjects of Interest (we have made a list of 125 subjects, further grouped into 9 broad categories, namely:
Governance, Globalization (inclusive of global economic issues) Global Conflicts (conflict zones), Global
leaders (USA and Emerging powers), Global Environment, Family, Religion, and other miscellaneous

3-

Number of countries covered by one or more surveys: ~ 178
during the period 2007-2014

4-

Number polling organizations whose polls have been citied: ~ 358
during the period 2007-2014
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